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LET’S
FALL IN LOVE

JOM
MAKAN!

5 individuals share why they love
Eco Sanctuary

A delectable Raya spread awaits
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EXCLUSIVE
MEMBERSHIPS
Do you have one?



EMBRACING
SINARAN
SYAWAL
Syawal is the time of the year where Malaysia brightens up to a display of 

flickering lights around each neighbourhood. “Sinaran Syawal” lends much 
reprieve after the month-long fasting and abstinence during the Ramadan 

period. The tradition of hosting “open houses” by our Muslim friends augurs 
well for the making of a unified culture. As fellow Malaysians, we look forward 
to these ‘open houses’ to celebrate the bonds of friendship on this significant 
occasion with our Muslim friends.

At EcoWorld, we have been growing with lightning speed to touch the world 
through each and every new project we embark on. The month of June 
was a significant and exciting month for the Group both on the project and        
community fronts.

On home soil, Eco Sanctuary, Eco Tropics, Eco Business Park III and Eco 
Terraces were launched simultaneously to further strengthen our foothold in 
the nation’s three key economic regions of Klang Valley, Iskandar Malaysia and 
Penang. EcoWorld’s maiden International venture, London City Island, United 
Kingdom, made its debut through a simultaneous ‘Two Cities’ launch that was 
overwhelmingly received by the Kuala Lumpur and London markets. Following 
soon after was the preview here in Kuala Lumpur of West Village, Australia, 
EcoWorld’s second international venture. 

We are humbled by the immense response and our sincerest gratitude goes to 
our purchasers, business partners and friends as these achievements would have 
been impossible without your unending support.

In line with the spirit of Hari Raya, EcoWorld through the Eco World Foundation 
has participated in a series of community building activities. I am pleased to 
share that the Eco World Foundation was amongst the first to respond when 
the devastating floods hit Kelantan in December 2014. Hand-in-hand, our   
Foundation rallied a total of 150 staff volunteers from EcoWorld offices to 
provide assistance in a 7-month rebuilding mission. The culmination of the 
mission saw a total of 6 temporary homes delivered by Team EcoWorld and a 
total staff-employee collection of more than RM80, 000 distributed to the needy 
in a ceremony that was held to celebrate the arrival of Ramadhan recently.

Team EcoWorld remains committed to achieve our vision of Creating Tomorrow 
and Beyond and it is through their dedication and passion that we have been 
recognised as a best employer in the AON – Hewitt Best Employers Award 2015. 
We are indeed fortunate to have this strength and dynamism within the Group 
– from our employees to our valued customers who have supported us through 
the years.

As we welcome Aidilfitri once again, let us take the time to appreciate the 
cultural richness of Malaysia even as we look forward to embracing an even 
more exciting future ahead together.

Salam Aidilfitri and Maaf Zahir Batin.

Dato’ Chang Khim Wah, 
President & Chief Executive Officer CREATING

HOPE FOR
TOMORROW

& BEYOND

01
Kick-Starting A Worthy Cause

Team EcoWorld after its first 
Rebuilding Mission @ Manik Urai, 

Kelantan.

02
Helping Hand

Dato’ Chang Khim Wah and
Tan Sri Radzi’s support helped
make a huge difference during
Team EcoWorld’s efforts in the

7 Rebuilding Missions in Kelantan.

04
A Memory Worth Cherishing

Tan Sri Lee with Adik Azrina
Roslan, an unfortunate girl who
lost her home during the floods

in December 2014.

03
Rolling Out For A Good Cause

EcoWorld convoy rode the 
distance to Manik Urai Kelantan 

for all the 7 Rebuilding Missions.

05
World Environment Day @ 

EcoWorld Gallery @ 
Macalister Road

Mr Liew Tian Xiong and Mr Khoo 
Teck Chong enjoying the benefits 

of upcycling.

06
Pledging For

Tomorrow & Beyond
200 Staff @ The Launch Of The 

EcoWorld Foundation Volunteers 
Club in Johor.
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LET’S
FALL IN
LOVE
5 I N DIVIDUALS SH A R E
W H Y THEY LOVE
ECO SANCTUA RY

Ho Kwee Hong
General Manager, Eco Sanctuary

“The site is perched on a hill with an undulating 
terrain and a secondary forest on its fringes. 
We fell in love the first time we saw it and it has 
inspired us to master plan the project as a modern 
day sanctuary. I for one can’t wait to see Eco 
Sanctuary come to life.”

Mr & Mrs Frankie Ng
Young Family

“We’ve just started a family and security is 
important to us. We can see ourselves calling 
Eco Sanctuary home for many years to come, not 
just for ourselves but for the next generation to 
appreciate and enjoy. We are mesmerised by the 
entire concept. We just love it!”

Ang Soon Yeong
1st Queue Number

“This bustling neighbourhood has a thriving 
commercial centre and is well connected via 
several highways. I see great value in my 
investment here and it could only get better. On 
top of that, the facilities planned out for Eco 
Sanctuary is just outstanding. What’s not to love?”

Quick facts
 • Eco Sanctuary is a mixed development spread across 
  308.7 acres in Canal City, south of Kota Kemuning,  
  Shah  Alam. 
 • It has a lush secondary forest serving as a pristine 
  natural backdrop and efforts are ongoing to 
  transplant trees to suitable areas to form a matured                       
  boulevard/park. 
 • It offers strata-titled homes with 24/7 security 
  and is fully gated and guarded, complemented 
  by state-of-the-art infrastructure such as fibre 
  optic cable network, high-speed broadband and smart 
  home system.
 • Each parcel enjoys its own exclusive residents-
  only club house and a minimum of 20% green spaces 
  have been set aside for 30ft back-lane gardens                          
  and parks which form the green spine of the                            
  entire development.
 • Eco Sanctuary enjoys connectivity via several major 
  highways which are KESAS, LKSA, ELITE, SKVE 
  and the proposed West Coast Expressway. 

We would love to have you visit:
EcoWorld Gallery @ Eco Sanctuary
Tel +603 3344 2525

01
Eco Sanctuary’s Signature
Entrance Statement
Majestic gateways greet you as you 
enter and depart Eco Sanctuary.

02
This Is Eco Sanctuary
EcoWorld’s Signature Roundabout 
welcomes you home.

01

Sivakumar Arunasalam
Design Enthusiast

“The architectural design of the homes at Eco 
Sanctuary is a breath of fresh air! I love the idea 
of a modern yet tropical feel which is well suited 
for our climate. Deep balconies and overhangs 
with pavilions are not only aesthetically pleasing 
but functional as well.”
Karen Chow
Nature Lover

“I enjoy the outdoors and am always fascinated 
with beautiful landscapes. Eco Sanctuary has put 
in a lot of thought into its green areas and I am 
excited to hear of their tree transplanting efforts. 
Just imagine matured beautiful trees lining the 
streets. It’s like coming home to a resort every 
day. Don’t you just love it?”
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A
COVETED NEW
ADDRESS
THE TR ANSFOR M ATION BEGI NS

Well known as an industrial town in Iskandar Malaysia’s 
Flagship D zone, Pasir Gudang is about to receive a face 
lift with the introduction of Eco Tropics. 

This refreshing residential and commercial development is part 
of the remaining 1,000 acres formerly known as Kota Masai 
that is set to transform Pasir Gudang from an industrial hub to a             
coveted address.

Drawing inspiration from The Hamptons – Long Island, New 
York’s famous summer holiday destination – Eco Tropics brings 
a new standard of living to Pasir Gudang with residences exuding 
a relaxed and open feel, reminiscent of the American beach home. 

Be charmed by a regal 22-foot tall floating gazebo in the middle 
of the lake or explore the maze garden. Most exciting of all,                 
Eco Tropics offers landed residential houses at more affordable 
prices compared to the city centre and Nusajaya areas.

Containing the signature marques of EcoWorld – starting from its 
grand entrance statement, 24/7 security, roundabout and linear 
parks, Eco Tropics is definitely the new address you want to         
call home.

01
Eco Tropic’s Signature Gazebo
Rest, relax and unwind in a floating gazebo.

02
A Transformation In Motion
The Hamptons-inspired development in Pasir 
Gudang.

Be part of the coveted new address:
EcoWorld Gallery @ Eco Tropics
Tel +607 252 2255

01

PlumWood (Double Storey Cluster Home) •Standard Lot: 40’ x 70’ •Housing Developer Licenses No: 6443-13/11-2016/01150(L) •Validity Period: 14/11/2014 – 13/11/2016 •Advertising and Sales Permit No: 6443-13/11-2016/01150(P) •Validity 
Period: 14/11/2014 – 13/11/2016 •Land Tenure: Freehold •Approving Local Authority: Majlis Perbandaran Pasir Gudang •Building Plan Reference No: MPPG:JBGN/195/2013(PG)Jld2 (11) •Expected Date of Completion: Nov 2016 •Land Charge: 
Free from encumbrances •Restriction in Interest: Nil •Price: RM 925,120 – RM 1,618,736 •15% Discount for Bumiputera •No of Units: 40
RoseWood (Double Storey Cluster Home) •Standard Lot: 40’ x 70’ •Housing Developer Licenses No: 6443-13/11-2016/01150(L) •Validity Period: 14/11/2014 – 13/11/2016 •Advertising and Sales Permit No: 6443-13/11-2016/01150(P) •Validity 
Period: 14/11/2014 – 13/11/2016 •Land Tenure: Freehold •Approving Local Authority: Majlis Perbandaran Pasir Gudang •Building Plan Reference No: MPPG:JBGN/195/2013(PG)Jld2 (11) •Expected Date of Completion: Nov 2016 •Land Charge: 
Free from encumbrances •Restriction in Interest: Nil •Price: RM 869,120 – RM 1,658,878 15% •Discount for Bumiputera •No of Units: 104
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01
Multi-functional & Synergistic 
Business Structures
A 4-in-1 Business Solution That Provide A 
Hassle Free Start-Up.

02
Welcome To Eco Business Park III
Your new business frontier in Pasir 
Gudang, Iskandar Malaysia.

Pursue your heart’s desire today:
EcoWorld Gallery @ Bukit Indah
Tel +607 238 2525

01

YOUR
HEART’S

DESIRE
I NTRODUCI NG A 4 -I N-1
BUSI NESS CONCEPT AT

ECO BUSI NESS PA R K I I I

Business in the industrial sector has definitely evolved over the 
last-decade. Where factory-like structures once dominated 
the skyline, business parks have mushroomed to encompass 

more than just a building block.

At Eco Business Park III, a whole new world beckons with the 4-in-
1 business approach that synthesises the retail, office, showroom 
and warehouse concept into a multi-functional building. Every unit 
features a high ceiling and expansive open plan space on the ground 
floor, which can be customised to suit your unique requirements.

Imagine an expansive space in front which provides flexibility for 
you to showcase your products without any worry of parking spaces 
as each unit comes with dedicated lots, apart from the additional 
2,000 common carparks available. Meanwhile, the green pedestrian 
walkway makes moving around the enclave a lot easier whilst 
enhancing the overall business and working environment.

And to ease you into your business operations, EcoWorld provides a 
proprietary suite of professional services to assist you in setting up 
your operations. We’ll help you navigate application processes for 
licenses and incentives, as well as bridge the gap between owners 
and end-financiers. There’s also the Business Incubators where you 
can launch your business first while waiting for your premises to              
be completed.

Eco Business Park III is located adjacent to Eco Tropics, the new 
coveted address in Pasir Gudang. This new township provides 
attractive housing opportunities as well as lifestyle amenities for the 
business park.

08
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EXCLUSIVE
MEMBERSHIPS
DO YOU H AVE ONE?

EcoWorld takes exclusivity to the next level at 
Paya Terubong, Penang with the introduction 
of Eco Terraces. 

With only 30% of the land used for development, 
the 12.79-acre freehold Eco Terraces sets a new 
benchmark in the Pearl of the Orient for condominium 
living – dedicating its remaining areas to undulating 
green terraces.

The low density project comprises one block of 
33 storeys and draws inspiration from the natural 
topography of the land and its surroundings.

Whilst the terraced hill slopes and natural waterfall 
within the development allowed for a unique master 

plan to be conceptualised, attention to detail was key 
in crafting an exclusive lifestyle beyond compare.

A perfect example is the layout design where every 
unit has been planned horizontally, meaning, every 
room in the unit enjoys unrestricted views of either 
the swimming pool or the forest.

And it doesn’t end there. Meticulously crafted by 
EcoWorld, Eco Terraces encapsulates five zones that 
are intertwined, each serving a purpose individually 
but when put together, brings living at Eco Terraces 
to a whole new level.

02

04

03

01
The Trail
Jogging paths and cycling tracks 
complete the picture for those who 
prefer more vigorous activities.

02
The Arch
The grand entrance statement is 
an EcoWorld signature for all its 
developments and Eco Terraces is no 
different. Experience a doorway into 
your very own world where it is safe and 
secured via a single entry and exit point, 
giving you complete peace of mind.

03
The Mesa
Whether it’s a workout or a swim, 
Eco Terraces is well equipped to 
accommodate your needs with 
swimming pools for adults and children, 
a gym and an aqua gym. 

04
The Lawn
The Lawn comprises over an acre of 
immaculate greens which include a 
putting green for golf enthusiasts and 
a private picnic lawn for the rest of the 
family to enjoy themselves.

Join the club at:
EcoWorld Gallery @ Eco Terraces
Tel +604 229 2255
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Set in a charming corner of the scenic Penang mainland, 
this enclave exudes a stately and graceful aura. The classic 
architecture of Eco Meadows, inspired by the stately English 

royal houses, is complemented by a lush landscape of manicured 
lawns, structured hedges, flowering trees and limpid pools of blue 
serenity. Embrace the romance of an elegant bygone era, rekindled 
only in Eco Meadows.

Be part of the next big thing.
Visit us at:
EcoWorld Gallery @ Eco Meadows 
Tel +604 229 2255

NATURAL 
NOBILITY



01
Kuih Bakar
As its name suggest, Kuih Bakar is a 
traditional pandan flavored cake baked to 
a sweet and rich perfection.

02
Ketupat
The ‘poster-food’ of Hari Raya, the fluffy 
white rice Ketupat is a staple food that is 
enjoyed most during Hari Raya!

03
Kuih Samprit
Kuih Samprit is the Malay version of an 
English Butter Cookie. With a unique and 
tasty texture, Kuih Samprit is designed to 
melt in your mouth to provide you with the 
sense of a perfect dessert. 

04
Satay
Strips of marinated meat, poultry or 
seafood grilled on skewers. Dip the 
skewers with its spicy peanut sauce and 
experience ‘foodgasm’ at its best!

01

02

03

04

05

05
Rendang Ayam
An elaboration of spices and herbs 
marinated with chicken. A must have on 
Hari Raya!

06
Lemang
Like Ketupat, Lemang is one of those 
foods that you will see everywhere you go 
during Hari Raya. On the roadsides and 
inside the houses until at least the first 
week of Raya has ended.

One of the best things about celebrating a 
festive season in Malaysia has to be the 
food. With 13 states in the country, you 

can be certain that each would have a special 
dish to be savoured. 

But the best part of it all is not about who has 
the best. Rather, it’s about where to find the best 
of everything! And an occasion like Hari Raya 
provides the perfect opportunity to indulge.

The Raya open house is a long-lived tradition 
that every Malaysian can relate to. 

For the Muslims, Syawal is a celebration after a 
month-long fasting period of Ramadan. For the 
others, it is the feasting and the excitement of 
getting together with family and friends. 

The camaraderie that Hari Raya brings is not 
only special but memorable. Whilst the young 
wait for duit raya, the old find time to reconnect 
and what better way to do it than over a feast. 

As the saying goes, food is the universal 
language of love. So let’s take a bite this Hari 
Raya and spread the love. 

From the staples like ketupat, rendang and 
lemang to the sweet treats of kuih bahulu and 
kuih samprit, Hari Raya is a season worth 
waiting for. Jemput makan!

06

07

08

09

07
Sayur Lodeh
A rich mixture of vegetables, tofu and 
glass noodles in light coconut broth that is 
sure to dazzle your senses!

08
Tepung Pelita
Tepung Pelita, also known as Kuih Pelita 
is a jelly-like cake wrapped with banana 
leaves that is steamed for half a day 
to perfection.

09
Kuih Bahulu
Kuih Bahulu is an egg shaped sponge 
cake, artistically cut to deliver a pleasantly 
sweet demeanor.

14

JOM
MAKAN!
A DELECTA BLE
R AYA SPR EA D AWAITS



SAYING
HELLO THE
MALAYSIAN
WAY

As a form of greeting, handshaking has been around since time immemorial. 
The warm, reassuring tactile touch that we share is essential for social 
interaction and harmony. 

Handshaking is common but not universal. In some cultures, especially around the 
Mediterranean and the Caribbean, a hug, an air kiss, or an abrazo is favoured over 
a handshake, especially among good friends. In other cultures, especially in Asia, 
a short bow is the more polite greeting. In some cultures within cultures, such as 
in the sporting world, greetings have evolved from the traditional handshake to 
high-fives to fist bumping. 

In Malaysian etiquette, a handshake, also known as ‘Salam’ is a welcoming gesture 
of respect, sincerity and warmth. It’s almost a ritual here for two individuals to 
‘Salam’ one another at the first and last point of meeting; a practice that has proven 
a success in maintaining the harmony of Malaysia’s rich culture and dynamism.

Practicing the handshake or ‘salam’ properly says a lot about an individual as it 
represents an art to welcome the other person sincerely with warmth, indicating 
the beginning of a unified bond and friendship.

PUT YOUR
GADGETS AWAY
K EEP CALM, SWITCH OFF YOU R PHONE & 
ENJOY H A R I R AYA

These days, we’re constantly having our attention distracted 
and distraction is a cost. The secret to happiness lies in 
turning off your mobile phone and concentrating on your 

family and friends rather than text messages, whatsapps and emails.

You probably already know, that taking a break from technology 
is good for you. But take a look at just how good it can be by 
indulging yourself in some of the best traditional ‘old school’ 
games that have ever been created!

01
Batu Seremban
A traditional game originating from Malaysia, 
Batu Seremban is a skill driven game that 
requires focus and determination at the same 
time. It’s practically hard to focus though 
when you have friends and family members 
trying to psyche you from catching that one 
last ‘Batu Seremban’. Suitable for anyone and 
everyone who is able to multi-task, balance 
and literally ignore the effort to disgruntle you, 
Batu Seremban is a game of wit that will fill the 
household with laughter and joy.

02
Congkak
Back in the day when mobile phone was just 
an imagination, children enjoyed their time 
with friends playing mind boggling activities 
such as Congkak. Derived from the Malay 
word, ‘Congak’ which literally means mental 
calculation, Congkak is one of the best ways to 
have a blast with family and friends.

Technically simple but elegantly entertaining, 
a game of Congkak requires a Congkak board, 
a set of marbles or better known as ‘guli’ and 
two players to compete. Players will take 
turns to ‘makan’ their counterpart’s marbles 
and place them on their side. The winner will 
eventually be determined through the number 
of marbles a player manages to ‘makan.’ A fun 
and challenging game to say the least.

01

02
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MODERN 
STRAITS 
PARKHOMES
INSPIRED BY THE ICONIC BLACK & WHITE 
HOUSES OF THE STRAITS ERA

Visit us and be enticed
EcoWorld Gallery @ Eco Majestic 
Tel +603 8723 2255

A POD
FULL OF
WONDERS

With its unique design inspired by a perfectly cut and 
polished gemstone, the Pod is Eco Sky’s jewel in the 
crown. This exquisite building stands out as a landmark, 

its sculptured profile enhanced by water features and green walls, 
promising such wonders contained within.

The Pod comprises four main levels with floor areas ranging 
from approximately 294 sq.m to 362 sq.m for a total built-up of 
around 1,313 sq. m. Its spaciousness is complemented by a private 
lift lobby at ground level as well as attached toilets at every level, 
making the space versatile enough for a wide range of uses and 
floor plans. 

Just imagine filling the Pod with your dreams, a restaurant, shops, 
even a school. Its outstanding design coupled with Eco Sky’s many 
advantages, including its excellent location and accessibility, 
could add up to a magical formula for success.

Reach for the Sky at:
EcoWorld Gallery @ Eco Sky
Tel +603 6251 2255
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SHOP TILL
YOU DROP!
YOU R VERY OW N HIGH STR EET I N
ISK ANDA R M ALAYSIA

01
Eco Galleria @ Eco Botanic
A unique high street shopping 
experience.

02
Immerse yourself in a rewarding 
shopping environment.

So let’s go shopping:
EcoWorld Gallery @ Bukit Indah
Tel     +607 238 2525

Welcome to Eco Galleria – where high street meets the high life. Inspired by Europe’s fashion 
centres, Eco Galleria transposes the modern mall into a high street setting to offer a premier 
shopping, dining and entertainment experience in a modern yet nostalgic environment with 

strong British colonial echoes.

This integrated commercial development occupies 13.85 acres in EcoWorld’s flagship development of 
Eco Botanic and comprises retail, a hotel and boutique office suites.

Key features include two grand drop-off areas; two 422-inch LED screens flanking the grand 
entrance; a charming English-style shopping arcade; 16,000 sq.ft Courtyard Atrium which offers 
a large, flexible space for a range of events; and pedestrian-friendly environment with covered 
walkway, linkway and Festival Street connections.

Eco Galleria is located in Iskandar Malaysia, in the vicinity of key commercial, educational, medical 
centres and business parks. It also enjoys easy accessibility from Johor Bahru city centre and 
Singapore. A high concentration of discerning expatriates and high net-worth individuals provides 
pent-up demand for lifestyle shopping in this area.

01

02
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WHERE
SPRING

LIVES
ETERNAL

The Kent (Double Storey Semi-Detached Homes)
Standard Lot: 50’ x 80’ • Housing Developer’s License No: 13518-2/05-2016/0494 (L) • Validity Period: 23/05/2014 – 22/05/2016 • Advertising and Sales Permit No.: 13518-
2/05-2016/0494 (P) • Validity Period: 23/05/2014 – 22/05/2016 • Land Tenure: Freehold • Approving Local Authority: Majlis Bandaraya Johor Bahru • Building Plan Reference 
No.: MBJB/U/2014/14/BGN/4 & MBJB/U/2014/14/BGN/5 • Expected Date of Completion: May 2017 • Land Charge: RHB Bank Berhad • Restriction in Interest: Nil • Price: 
RM 3,200,000.00 – RM 4,541,920.00 • 15% Discount for Bumiputera • No of Units: 66

Experience nature at its best:
EcoWorld Gallery @ Eco Spring
Tel +607 236 2552 / +607 362 7006

AN ENDLESS
SUMMER OF 

CONTENTMENTSpread across 360 acres of prime land in the 
Tebrau Corridor, Iskandar Malaysia, the 
soothing ambiance of spring has inspired the 

creation of an eco-township that excels in form 
and function.

Here, modern manor homes blend timeless 
European architecture, with a myriad of 
contemporary features to cater to the lifestyle needs
and aspirations of today’s discerning homeowner.

Eco Spring boasts premium facilities including 
a state-of-the-art gym, exclusive residents’ 
clubhouse with a picturesque viewing deck 
overlooking scenic landscaped gardens, lush 
greenery and pristine lakes. 

The township is also linked to major highways 
including the North – South Expressway (NSE), 
EDL Expressway as well as the Causeway Link 
offering easy access to and from home for its 
residents. Come visit us at Eco Spring to discover 
a world of timeless beauty meticulously crafted and 
planned just for you. 

01
Eco Spring
Here is where you can be revitalised by the refreshing 
ambiance of Spring every single day.

02
Eco Summer
A place where life just gets better everyday.

Eco Summer provides the ideal setting for residents seeking solace in 
nature’s warm embrace. Enjoy being surrounded by tropical gardens and 
manicured lawns which invoke the feeling of life in an English country 

home. With 16% of its overall area reserved exclusively for gardens, parks and 
greens, this 180-acre freehold development strives to create the warmth of an 
English Summer right here in the rapidly growing Iskandar region.

01 02
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ECOWORLD
MARCHES FORTH
TO LONDON

Don’t miss this golden investment opportunity:
EcoWorld International Centre
Tel +603 2287 2255

01

01
London City Island
A unique island neighbourhood in East 
London.

02
Embassy Gardens
Prestigious riverside development at the 
heart of the Nine Elms.

03
Wardian London
A premium residential with spectacular 
rooftop views of Canary Wharf and the 
London City. 

EcoWorld has made inroads into the international property arena with 
three outstanding schemes in United Kingdom – Embassy Gardens, 
London City Island and Wardian London.

Embassy Gardens
Embassy Gardens is a prestigious development located at the heart of the 
Nine Elms Regeneration Area, on the south bank of the River Thames. 
Situated next to the new US and Dutch Embassies. Embassy Gardens Phase 1   
was heralded as one of London’s best-selling schemes in 2012. Embassy 
Gardens Phase 2 will be launched in the summer of 2015.  The development 
in total is 2.6m sq.ft. consisting of 2,000 new homes, 200,000 sq. ft. of offices 
and approximately 100,000 sq. ft. of retail.

London City Island
London City Island is a new island neighbourhood comprising of 1,700 new 
homes, set on the Leamouth Peninsula. Sitting on 12 acres of prime land in 
East London, the development will include independent artisan restaurants, 
shops, and al fresco spaces used to showcase public arts, design installations 
and will be home to the English National Ballet.

Bright seafaring-inspired hues have been used throughout the development, 
with a single vibrant colour in glossy brickwork chosen for each of the 
buildings. EcoWorld Ballymore has also erected a striking 80m red 
pedestrian bridge, to connect the island neighbourhood to Canning Town 
station; making it one of the best connected developments in the capital with 
an unparalleled sense of ‘island living’.

Wardian London
A premium residential development south of Canary Wharf, Wardian 
London commands unparalleled waterfront views of Canary Wharf and the 
City of London. Comprising 756 balconied apartments in two towers, 50 
and 55 storeys tall, the Eastern Tower presents a spectacular sky gardens at 
level 53. The project also features retail, leisure and café facilities fringing 
a public plaza. It is 2 minutes walk to Canary Wharf station and is linked to 
Docklands Light Railway at South Quay. 

24
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A GAME
CHANGER IN

PARRAMATTA,
AUSTRALIA

On the cusp of a dramatic renaissance, Parramatta is the suburb 
to watch for astute investors as it has been identified as the No.1 
investment hotspot in Australia.

As the 2nd CBD of Sydney, Parramatta enjoys the highest commercial 
tenancy rate in Australia at 97.6% and is the engine driving Western 
Sydney’s growth serving as its financial, educational, cultural, lifestyle, 
medical and R&D hub. Due to unrivalled interest from businesses 
desiring to expand to Parramatta, the suburb has been earmarked for 
a record $15 billion in infrastructure expenditure by the Australian 
Federal Government.

Situated in the midst of this unprecedented growth in Parramatta is 
EcoWorld’s maiden project in Australia, West Village.

Arguably the most ideally located residential project in the southern 
part of Parramatta CBD, West Village is just minutes away from 
accessible transportations, shopping, CBD, major universities and is a 
short 30-minute commute to Sydney CBD. Architecturally designed by 
one of the leading Architects in the world - Woods Bagot, West Village 
offers uncompromising luxury, convenience and exclusivity to all of 
its residents. 

Boasting a soaring 40 storeys tower with expansive panoramic 
views towards Harbour Bridge and the Blue Mountains, this unique 
Residential Vertical Village offers 397 tastefully appointed 1, 2         
and 3 bedrooms apartments with welcoming outdoor spaces within 
stunningly landscaped courtyard and roof gardens.

Be part of the change in Parramatta:
EcoWorld International Centre
Tel +603 2287 2255

02
West Village
Breathtaking rooftop views 
towards Parramatta Park, 
Harbour Bridge and the Blue 
Mountains.

01
Village Green
Enjoy Al-Fresco Dining Within 
Stunning Landscapes.

02

01
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Eco World Development Group Berhad (17777-V)

Suite 52 & 60, Setia Avenue, No. 2, Jalan Setia Prima S U13/S, Setia Alam, Seksyen U13, 40170 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
T   +603 3344 2552          W   www.ecoworld.my
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